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ABSTRACT
Object based bit allocation enables video coding with high
perceptual quality at significantly reduced bit-rate. In this
paper, we describe a fast content aware video transcoding
technique particularly designed for streaming video. The
algorithm can accept an initial high-level description of the
expected video objects. The proposed flock-or-bird algorithm
then detects and tracks these target scene objects in real time.
It uses macro-blocks group property for detection of video
objects. Based on these moving objects it dynamically reencodes a regular coded video stream into a perceptually
coded video stream at a significantly reduced bit-rate. In this
paper, we share the performance of its MPEG-2 compliant
implementation.

Keywords: perceptual encoding, video transcoding,
content aware streaming.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The speed of network is increasing. However, with it the
asymmetry in the Internet capacity is also growing
dramatically. Increase of more multimedia communication
oriented software, along with the impending adoption of high
fidelity digital video standard such as DTV or HDTV is
expected to generate an enormous flux of video content.
However, the relatively slow increase of bandwidth at
network edges and the advent of small devices (such as
Personal Digital Assistant) seems to indicate that in near
future the Internet applications have to deal with increased
bandwidth asymmetry. Consequently, fast video transcoding
with high transcoding ratio is expected to become an
increasingly important problem for video streaming. Current
video transcoding techniques are based on requantization
[8,13, 16-20]. Unfortunately, requantization alone does not
have enough capability to down scale a video to the very low

bit-rate required by the current Internet. Research has shown
that object based encoding can play an increasingly important
tool for creating perceptually pleasant video at lower rates
[1,2,5,9,12]. MPEG-4 has been proposed to transport objectbased coded video stream. However, conversion of a regular
video to an object-based stream remains an open challenge.
In this research we explore a perceptual object based video
transcoding coding scheme that can provide substantial rate
reduction capability at relatively high speed. The scheme is
applicable for several content-based transcoding scenarios.
These include transparent MPEG-2 to /MPEG-2 perceptual
transcoding or converted MPEG-2 to MPEG-4 object based
transcoding.

1.1

Related Works

Despite years of research in image processing, and the
standardization of the syntax such as MPEG-4, object
detection still is an illusive open problem [1-5]. Apparently,
the first generation MPEG-4 [11] will only be available for
computer generated synthetic video with model objects. For
natural video its success is still limited to small format videos
with known content model [1, 2] (such as head and shoulder
video). Object detection algorithms for those special cases
are also generally quite computation intensive [5].
Several methods have been investigated for video object
detection. Most of them have been investigated under scene
comprehension research. However, an interesting observation
is that most has been conceived as an extension of object
detection algorithms found in still image processing [14, 15].
Among the recent methods Ngo et. al. [14] described object
detection based on motion and color features using histogram
analysis. This technique could process less than two frames
in one second. Unfortunately, most of the other techniques
presented such as [15] did not provide any evaluation of their
method’s time performance or measure of their tracking
efficiency. These algorithms employ even more involved
image processing such as active contour model, and may not
be any faster. Recently few relatively faster partially
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compressed domain techniques have been proposed [3, 4].
For example [3] derives texture, spatial, temporal, and
directional confidence measures from incoming stream based
on DCT coefficients, motion vectors and spatial/temporal
continuity of motion, buffering three adjacent frames. To
identify multiple objects, they however, perform k-means
and/or EM clustering based on spatial features. It achieved
about 0.5 sec/frame for the CIF video. These systems
however target video indexing or video description
application rather than transcoding.

interpretation applications, and thus spend enormous effort is
perfecting the boundaries and shapes. It is highly likely that
an object detection technique for perceptual compression thus
may not gain by paying the extra cost for detection precision.
The algorithm we propose takes advantage of this
approximation. Secondly, we observe that some useful
information (such as motion vectors) have been made
available in the stream by the original encoder’s computation.
Thus, the proposed algorithm uses this compressed domain
information and avoid a great amount of processing delay in
raw image data.

1.2

In addition, this frugal algorithm does not get involved into
indiscriminate scene analysis to resolve the ambiguity
inherently involved in scene understanding. A principal
difficulty of image processing based object detection is to
differentiate the target from non-target. Rather it accepts
logical description of the expected target video objects in
terms of high-level descriptors such as approximate initial
position, size, and shape. It then automatically detects, and
tracks the region covered by these objects for subsequent
perceptual encoding. The technique is based on analysis of
group properties of the macro-blocks using strictly motion
vectors. We call it Flock-of-Bird (FOB) algorithm. In this
paper we present this fast perceptual transcoding algorithm.

Transcoding vs. Encoding

The transcoding scenario has some notable differences from
first stage encoding. (i) Most first stage encoding scenarios
(except for live video) allow off-line processing. In contrast,
in transcoding the object detection has to be performed
extremely fast at the rate of the stream. (iii) Secondly,
original pixel level information is no longer explicitly
available. The transcoder receives an encoded video stream.
It is expensive if an algorithm depends on them. (iii) Thirdly,
however, the input stream typically contains highly structured
coded and refined information such as motion vectors.
Consequently, techniques for transcoding are generally
applicable in first stage encoding but the reverse in not
always possible. There have been very little previous work
that has explored techniques particularly for object based
perceptual transcoder for streaming. However, with the
advent of Internet video it is expected to become an
important issue. In this research we focus on this particular
problem and describe a low computation based object
tracking algorithm particularly suitable for focus region based
perceptual video coded stream recompression.

1.3

Our approach

First, to conform to the constraints of the transcoding
scenario, we have restricted the problem that no pixel level
decoding is allowed in detection and tracking. Thus, the
detection algorithm is strictly a macro-block level
compressed domain algorithm. In an MPEG-2 ISO-13818 [6]
stream, it corresponds to video transport stream decoding
only up to picture sequence and use of up to macro-block
fields. It does not require and inverse DCT. Then we show
that two characteristics of transcoding can be utilized to
reduce the computational cost dramatically.
First, we observe that region-based recompression usually
does not require precise specification of the object boundary.
A region slightly larger than the interested object not only s
acceptable rather is more desirable. Because, in region based
perceptual encoding the human eye in effect scans both inside
and outside areas near boundaries. Notably, most of the
previous approaches has been derived from scene
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The result presented is not a simulation. It has been
implemented as a MPEG-2 based perceptual rate transcoder1.
As a real implementation, the system faces a number of open
challenges besides fast object detection. For example, bitallocation models in objects and its impact on perceived
video quality, smooth rate control beyond TM-5, coding
scheme suitable for spatially varying images and video, etc.
Each of these areas is subject of active research. However,
the principal emphasis of this paper is the object detection
and tracking model for transcoding. We have used specific
known implemented solutions for these associated subproblems. However, the proposed detection algorithm can be
used with most other solutions to those associated problems.
Section 2 of this paper first describes the system architecture.
Section 3 then presents the object-tracking algorithm. Section
1

The incoming stream is a high rate MPEG-2 stream. The
extracted perceptual objects can be fed into any outgoing
stream format (for example MPEG-4). In this specific
implementation we have shown that it can be also be fed into
an MPEG-2 streaming, which does not have any explicit
object representation syntax. If the outgoing format has
explicit representation, certain additional syntax advantages
can be exploited. But, we choose a fully transparent rate
transcoder, where the end-points don’t need to know the
existence of the transcoder.
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4 then presents how the object
information is combined with MPEG-2
rate control. Finally, in section 5, we
present performance of this system
from the real MPEG-2 transcoder
experiments.

2.
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a perceptual transcoder system, which
.
both accepts and produces MPEG-2
ISO-13818 [6] video stream. Thus, it is
regions (to be described shortly). Thus we define a frame Ft=
fully transparent and does not require the switch of player or
{bt(i,j) all macroblocks at time t}. A video is the union of all
server while the rate transcoding is in effect. The rate
frames:
transcoder has a full-logic decoder and encoder embedded in
it. In between the FOB unit performs the object detection and
……(1a)
provides object information to the re-encoder. The reV=
[Ft ]
t
encoder is capable of dynamically adjusting the incoming bitrate to an outgoing piece-wise constant bit-rate (pCBR) [7,
In addition, a particular perceptual object is:
10]. The control has been implemented using a double loop
feedback rate control mechanism, which is similar to the
POP(r) =
.
……(1b)
[R t (r)]
MPEG-2 TM-5 algorithm. Besides the pCBR operation, the
t
system can modulate the sample density both in temporal as
well as spatial dimension based on the detected objects. More
We also define a background macro-block set:
detail of the rate control algorithm can be found in [7,12].
……(1c)
B=V−

3.
3.1

POP(r)

r

OBJECT DETECTION &
TRACKING MODEL
The POP Model

We view a video to be a collection of macroblocks arranged
both in 2D frame plane and in time axis. A frame is the
viewing area in one time instant. Each viewing area is a
mosaic of elementary shapes. For MPEG-2, these elementary
shapes or mosaics are macroblocks. Thus, a frame Ft is a
matrix of macroblocks bt(i,j), i and j being the column and
row indices and subscript t the frames presentation sequence.
The concept of frames and elementary mosaic (macroblocks)
provide the compression and packing view of a video.
From perceptual processing point of view, we reorganize a
video into a set of objects and their projections on the
elementary mosaic set. The projection of an object on a frame
Ft is denoted by a region Rt(r). Each Rt(r) ⊆ Ft. Here, t is the
frame index and r is the object index. The projection of an
object on the entire video is called perceptual object
projection of POP. Each POP is defined by a set of
descriptors based on some properties of the elementary
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Thus, the POP recognition problem can be stated as the task
of detecting all the perceptually distinguishable POPs given a
target video, and the POP descriptors. We also define the
‘streaming constraint’. The detection of Rt(r) is based on the
past frames
[F ] ⊆V . Several of the previously reported
k

k≤t

approaches did not consider this restriction in frame
dependency. These may not be easily applicable for
streaming applications.

3.2

Tracking Model

For tracking, we introduce the notion of three mosaic sets.
For each POP(r), the frame macro-blocks are classified into
three sets active (A t(r)), monitored (B t(r)) and inactive (C t(r))
sets based on mosaic macroblock property analysis.
Macroblocks representing the projection of same POP(r) on a
frame are grouped as D t(r)={bt(i,j) where macro-block index
i,j covers the POP}. The active set defines the core perceptual
object. Macroblocks surrounding the D t(r) belong to E t(r)
and those beyond are in C t(r). The membership of the
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macroblocks in these three sets can change from frame to
frame. Fig-2(a) shows the typical active and monitored set
and Fig-2(b) shows the transition model. The union of these
sets for all objects is the frame set (Ft). Here superscript r is
the index of the focal region.
. Ft ={ [


t

(r) ∪


t

(r)]}∪

t

……(2)

(r )

r

A macroblock, which is currently in E (r) can join D (r).
Similarly, a macroblock, which is now in D (r) can loose its
membership and relegated to E (r) or C (r) in next frame.
The transitions are determined by set transition rules defined
based on distance measure between the mosaic property set
(MoPS) and projection object property set (PoPS). The
MoPS properties of the active and the monitored sets both are
continuously monitored. However, the later is not used to
update the PoPS. PoPS are the collective property determined
by the MoPS in the active set. A macroblock can be member
of the active sets of multiple POPs. It has no impact on
recognition but it takes the best of their rendering quality
attributes.

3.3

APSt(r)= [ U tx (r), U ty (r)] . These two values are the medians of
all uxt(i,j) and all uyt(i,j) respectively, where bt(i,j) ∈ D t(r).

3.4

Germination Descriptors

We define an object with two sets of parameters. The first is
the germination parameters. These four parameters help in
identifying the spontaneous birth and death of POP regions in
a frame. These are as following:
Formation Mass (mF(r)): start tracking a focal region for
POP(r) as an object if its size is greater than mF(r)
macroblocks.
Formation Velocity ( uF(r))): start tracking a focal region for
POP(r) as an object if its speed is greater than u F (r) pixels
per frame.
Dissolving Mass ( m D (r) ): stop tracking POP(r) if the
object size is less than

m D (r)

macroblocks.

Dissolving Velocity ( u D (r) ): stop tracking POP(r) if the

Base Property Set

The system accepts a high-level description of an object. For
moving object detection in the MPEG-2 stream, we rely on
macroblock motion properties. Here the MPD MPSt(i,j)=
[uxt(i,j) uyt(i,j)] where, uxt(i,j) and uyt(i,j) are the horizontal
and vertical motion vectors associated with macroblock
bt(i,j). We also denote the aggregate property of an POD by

u D (r)

pixels per frame.

The birth and death of POPs are not symmetric. The birth
depends on the MoPS, while the death depends on the PoPs.

3.5

Flocking Descriptors

Once the birth of POP is detected, the POP is brought into the
flocking state from
germinal state. The
flocking state POP in
! !"
then handed over to the
#
live
flock-or-bird
tracking process, which
tracks the POP using
the second set of six
parameters
called
flocking parameters.




object speed is less than

Monitor Span (sM):
the width of Πt (r ) in


number
macroblocks.

Fig-3. Internal organization of the tracking algorithm.
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of

Deviator Thresholds
( v xD (r) and v Dy (r) ):
if the difference in
magnitude between
the MPS parameter
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u xt (i, j) of b t (i, j) ∈

t

(r) and APS parameter

U xt (r) is

x
D

greater than differential v (r) percent of U tx (r) , or the
difference magnitude between u ty (i, j) of b t (i, j) ∈ t (r)
and U yt (r) is greater than differential v Dy (r) percent of U yt (r) ,
then b t (i, j) is not following the movement of the POP(r).

Figure-3 shows the overall internal structure of the tracking
algorithm as well as the concept of region based reencoding.



Follower Thresholds ( v Fx (r) and v yF (r) ): if the difference
in magnitude between the MPS parameter u xt (i, j) of
b t (i, j)∈ t (r) and APS parameter Utx (r) is less than the
differential v xF (r) percentage of U tx (r) , or the difference


magnitude between u yt (i, j) of b t (i, j) ∈


t

(r) and

U yt (r)

is

less than differential v Fy (r) percent of Utx (r) , b t (i, j) is
following the movement of the POP(r).
Deviator Persistence ( p D (r) ): if b t (i, j) ∈ t (r) has not
been following the movement of the POP(r) for
consecutively p D (r) times then b t (i, j) is a persistent
deviator in t (r) .




Follower Persistence ( p F (r) ): if b t (i, j) ∈ t (r) has been
following the movement of POP(r) for consecutively
p F (r) times then b t (i, j) is a persistent follower in t (r) .

3.7

Germination Search: (Initialize the Active
and Monitored sets):

I. Spontaneous locking of new objects
It attempts to generate a new tracking object only when mF(r)
is greater than 0. Search for a new possible tracking object is
conducted only on P frames.
1) For all macroblocks bt(i,j) of a P frame those are not
currently in any of the active sets: b t (i, j)∉

t

(k)

k

search from top-left corner of the frame the bottom-right
corner. Mark all macroblocks that satisfy the following
equation with the label L=r of the germinal VOD.

u xt (i, j) + u yt (i, j) ≥ u F (r)

….(3)





Group Volatility ( g V (r) ): a maximum of g V (r) percent of
macroblocks from t (r) can be removed in one frame.

2) Search through marked macroblocks starting from top-left
corner for consecutive regions of marked macroblocks until a
region R with more than mF(r) macroblocks is found or the
bottom-right corner is reached.



In the tracking phase, each flocking POP is also checked
against the dissolve criterion. If it falls below then the
tracking stops and the macroblocks are returned to the
inactive pool, and the POP is taken back into germinal state.
Each POP is therefore represented by one set of the above
eleven parameters called POP descriptor. Optionally a POP
descriptor can have a germination frame range, and an
instance limiter. A POP descriptor remains active only within
the frame range. The default is full video range. In addition,
the instance limiter describes how many POP can
simultaneously exist with a given POP description. The
default is unlimited.

3.6

Inverse Projection Algorithm

A VOD [11] can move into flocking state in two ways. It can
either spontaneously detect the birth and death of VODs
based on the given germination parameters, and lock it on for
tracking. Alternatively, it can accept an explicit specification
of VODs with the description of initial VOD position. Both
can be done on any P frames during a video sequence.
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3) If such a region R is found let all macroblocks in R
compose of the initial set 0(r). For all b(i,j) ∉ 0(r), if it
is within sM(r) macroblocks away from b(i,j) ∈ 0(r), let
b(i,j) ∈ 0(r).

II. Explicit specification of an object position

Given the coordinates of top-left corner pixel (x1, y1) and
bottom-right corner pixel (x2, y2) of a focal region, the
corresponding macroblocks to these two points b(x1/16,
y1/16) and b(x2/16, y2/16) are identified. The initial 0(r)
will be composed of all b(i,j) where y1/16 ≤ i ≤ y2/16 and
x1/16 ≤ j ≤ x2/16. If b(i,j) ∉ 0(r), but within sM(r)
macroblocks away from b(i,j) ∈ 0(r), let b(i,j) ∈ 0(r).

3.8

Tracking

Once an object is detected, it is handed over to a tracking
thread. There is one tracking thread corresponding to each
POP instance (Figure 3). The tracking starts with the initial
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0(r) and
0(r). For each subsequent P frame in the
presentation (as well as coding) sequence, t(r) and t(r) sets
are predicted by shifting the t-1(r) and t-1(r) sets of the
previous P frame’s motion analysis using inverse shift of the
motion. These sets in I and B frames are computed by back
interpolation while the computation follows coding sequence.
Below are the steps how each of the objects in each frame is
handled (Since, all the steps involve one object therefore we
will omit the POP index r):

or

u Yt (i, j) - U tY (r)
Y
t

U (r)

≥ v YD (r)

We consider bt(i,j) is not following the object movement in
current frame. If it has been not following in pD consecutive
P frames, we then remove it from t . But we can only
remove at most gV (group volatility) percent of macroblocks
from t . If more than gV macroblocks deviates, the gV
percent macroblocks with largest values in following
equation will be removed from t :




2. Predict

for frame t from previous frame t′

Φ t and Π t



Let t’ is the last P frame before t, then we obtain Φ t and Πt
sets for frame t by shifting Φ t ′ and Π t′ sets of a previous P
frame t′ towards the object’s movement direction.
x

.

u xt (i, j) - U tx (r) + u Yt (i, j) - U Yt (r)

y

Given u t ′ (i, j) and u t ′ (i, j) of frame t′, since they were forward
predicted, the shift direction should be opposite.

For each b t (i, j)∈Π t (r) if:

If frame t is I or P type, Φ t and

.



t

are predicted by shifting

Φ t ′ and Π t ′ horizontally and vertically by the following

u xt (i, j) - U tx (r)
U tx (r)

number of macroblocks:
.

Utx (r) and U tY′ (r)
− ′
−
16
16

……(4a)

or

u Yt (i, j) - U Yt (r)
Y
t

U (r)

II. If frame t is a B frame, assuming there are n B frames
between two adjacent P frames and t is the ith one, Φ t and
Π t are predicted by shifting Φ t ′ and Π t ′ horizontally and

< v XF (r)

< v YF (r)

We consider bt,(i,j) is following object movement in current
frame. If it has been following in pF consecutive P frames, we
let b t (i, j)∈ t (r) .


vertically by the following number of macroblocks:
4. Spatial Locality based adjustment to

.

−

U (r) × i and U (r) × i
−
16× (n +1)
16× (n +1)
x
t′

……(4b)

Y
t′



t

t

t

:

(r) , if bt(i-1,j), bt(i+1,j), bt(i,j-1), and

bt(i,j+1) all ∈ t , we let bt(i,j)∈ t . Intra coded macroblocks
that were removed from t because of their zero motion
vectors can be recovered through this operation.


Steps 3 to 5 are only performed on P frames:

3. Reshape the current frame

For each b t (i, j) ∉



Symmetrically, for each b t (i, j) ∈ t (r) , if bt(i-1,j), bt(i+1,j),
bt(i,j-1), and bt(i,j+1) all ∉ t , we let mt(i,j) ∉ At.

through motion analysis

Sort u xt (i, j) and u yt (i, j) of all b t (i, j) ∈ t (r) choose the
median value as U xt (r) and U Yt (r) respectively.


For each b t (i, j)∈


.

u xt (i, j) - U tx (r)
U tx (r)

5. Tracking validation test
If

t (r) if:

≥ v XD (r)
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t

has less than m D (r) macroblocks or
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U xt (r) + U ty (r) ≤ u D (r)

….(5)

Then this object does not qualify to be tracked anymore. Let
all b t (i, j)∈ t (r) ∪ Π t are returned to t (r) .

6. Reset



t

For all b t (x, y) ∉


t

(r) but within SM(r) macroblocks
t (r) , let b t (x, y)∈Π t (r) .

away from any b t (i, j) ∈



The above procedure is now repeated for each object. The
output of the system is the sequence of active
sets [ 0 (r), 1 (r), 2 (r), ] , which is fed to the transcoder
rate controller as video object region. The transcoder then
correspondingly generates the pCBR stream with appropriate
spatial distribution of bits for the specified outgoing bit-rate.




y=

RATE CONTROL

Transcoder Rate Control Mechanism

f(x,quant_step) +.75× mquant
2× mquant

y=



4.
4.1

piecewise constant rate, with appropriate accounting for
variations in frame/picture type like TM-5. A second internal
feedback loop further tracks the efficacy of key conversion
factors/constants for additional stability. Here, the perceptual
content and activity in a particular picture area dictates the
inherent amount of bits that may be required to encode it. In
addition, the bit requirement per macro-block is dependant on
the picture type (I, B or P) as well other subjective factors.
Like TM-5 the bit-rate is controlled by the requantizationstep of the DCT coefficients. The quantized output for intraand non-intra frames are respectively given by:
……(6)

16× f ( x, quant _ step )
mquant

Here x is the DCT coefficient, y=f(x, quant_step) is
determined from ISO/IEC 13818-2 tables [6]. As mquant
increases, the effective quantization steps become larger,
more information is lost, encoding requires lower bits, and
also the quality of the picture degrades, and vice verse.

4.2

Quantization Factor Determination

Once the objects are detected, the active sets are fed into the
following rate spatial rate control mechanism of he reencoder. MPEG-2 TM-5 already defined a quantity called
activity factor for taking into account of perceptual
significance of the macroblocks. We refine this handle to
perform the spatial varying coding. The proposed mechanism
is also a double-loop feedback control mechanism where the
output bit-rate is continually sensed to determine overall

To account for few of these factors, in the topmost level the
value of mquant for each macroblock is calculated as a
product of two primary factors (a) the buffer fullness and (b)
the macroblock activity. The mquant for the jth frame is
computed as a product of two parameters:

mquant j = Q j × N _ act j

distribution of the bits to be controlled for a given allocation
of frame bits.

….(7)

The final value of mquantj is coded either in the slice or in
the macroblock. Qj is determined based on the frame and
macroblock type and uses standard TM-5 model header [6].
The part that is relevant for this experiment is the N_actj.2
The motivation behind the original TM5 activity factor is that
human visual perception is less sensitive to distortions in
noisier textured areas and more sensitive to distortion in
image areas with uniform texture. We used enhanced region
based activity assignment algorithm for estimation of N_actj,
based on the object tracking results. It allows spatial
2

Qj. It is a modulation parameter, that determines how the
allocation of frame-bits itself is varied. The value mquant is
calculated from the dynamic tracking of the bit-buffers. The
detail involves prorated bit allocation based on frame and
macroblock types.

-7-

4.3

Object based Activity Factor Determination

The relative bit allocation factor of the various objects and
backgrounds detected is specified as a object resolution
parameter α i for each macroblock i. We maintain total per
frame bit-allocation fixed. Thus:

log N _ act mod ified i ≈
i

log N _ act i

…(8)

i

The macorblocks in the boundary set is assigned a
macroblock resolution factor α i (-8,0,+8). Based on the
overall distribution of the α i over a frame the N_activity(i)
of a blocks is then calculated as:
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N _ act

mod ified

i

= N _ act i ⋅ α i ⋅ 2

− log α i
n

…(9)

The log normalized value ensures that the bit distribution
over the frame remains close to the original allocation of the
TM-5 model.

5.
5.1

EXPERIMENTS
Tracking Efficiency

We define two parameters for the evaluation of the motiontracking algorithm.

The first one is the object coverage. This is the percentage of
the actual visual object successfully covered by the active set.
The other one is the window mis-coverage. This is the
percentage of the active set that do not cover the object (note
these are not complement to each other).

F=000

F=400

Here we share some typical result from several video shots.
The initial video (and the associated motion vectors) given to
the transcoder was encoded as a standard MPEG-2 stream
using an off the shelf commercial encoder (Ligos © MPEG-2
encoder) with GOP size 12 and distance between P frames 3
and frame rate 30 frames/second. Fig-4 shows the result of
tracking two objects simultaneously for few frames in the
Two Tractors sequence (the boundary of active set of each
frame along with the original video picture is shown in black
and white). To measure the tracking performance, for every
10th frame, we did a direct count of the macroblocks covered
by the object and compared them with the corresponding
active sets. Fig-5 demonstrates the object coverage and the
window mis-coverage with the frame sequence (x-axis) for
the two objects in this scene. It shows both germination and
tracking. As can be seen the initial coverage is low near 4060% because of the birth effect. However, soon after the
algorithm determined the objects and the coverage reached
70-100%.

F=150

F=050

F=350

F=450

Fig-4.Results from tracking two objects simultaneously. The figures shows the boundary of the
active block sets at 50 frame intervals. FOB algorithm tracks objects in P & B frames with reverse
extrapolation on I frames.
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Obje ct cove rage and Window-misscove rage
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Fig-5 The evaluation of tracking efficiency. The object coverage and the window miscoverage
evaluation of the “Two Tractors” sequence.

Birth & death of obje cts on frame line
12

Object Status

E xp-1, W in 1
E xp-1, W in 2
E xp-2, W in 1
E xp-2, W in 2
E xp-3, W in 1
E xp-3, W in 2

450

420

390

360

330

300

270

240

210

180

150

120

90

60

30

0

0

F rame nu mbe r

Fig-8 shows the window birth and death events under different germination and flocking
parameters in Table-2.

5.2

Visual Performance

Fig-6 explains the visual effects of object-based and nonobject-based re-encoding on the same sequence. It’s bit rate
was downsized from 5 mbps to 0.5mps. Fig-6(a) and 6(b)
first shows a sample frame when encoded without perceptual
encoding, and illustrates the advantage. With non-objectbased method (top) the whole image region lost quality
indiscriminately. As a result, the regions with more visual
details create annoying discomfort. The result was
significantly pleasant (for the same given target rate) when
perceptual encoding was performed with automatic object

-9-

tracking working at the background. As evident the two
tractors, which are typically the objects of focus are much
sharper, while the degeneration in the background is almost
perceptually indistinguishable. (However, the still frame
does not provide accurate perception of the video).
The corresponding bit allocation and SNR of different
perceptual regions (objects vs. background) are also shown in
Fig-7(a) and (b). As evident in Fig-7(a), the perceptual
encoding kept all the bits (and corresponding high SNR) for
the POP regions even with 10 times compression. Since, the
overall object coverage was much smaller compared to the
background;
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Fig-6 Stream (a) without and (b) with perceptual transcoding.
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RT-object
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PT-object
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Number of total frames: 470
Original bit rate: 4 Mbps
New bit rate: 1 Mbps
Available quality level: -14~14
Object quality level: 14
PF Background quality level: -7

0

Bits/ macroblock

Bit allocation w ithout and w ith pe rce ptual transcoding
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Fram e num ber

Fig-7 (a) In (a) The perceptual transcoder allocated more bits to the perceptually encoded
object region (PT) in the frame and less bits to the background. The regular transcoding (RT)
could not make the differentiation and makes the distribution uniform in both.
SNR w ithout and w ith per ceptual tr ans coding
35

Fram e num bers
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20

15
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5

0
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SNR (d)

Fig-7 (b) Corresponding average SNR over the object and background regions in a frame
without (RT) and with (PT) perceptual transcoding. .
the amount of bits (and loss of SNR) that had to be taken out
from the background region was relatively small. As a result,
background region is blurred almost to a similar degree as
that in the non-object-based method, but object region, which
will be the focus most of the time, still maintains its high
quality.
The overall perceptual quality of the video sequence turn out
to be significantly higher than the uniform blur effect of nonobject-based re-encoding.
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5.3

Descriptor and Content Sensitivity

We were also curious to see the sensitivity of the parameters.
Like any other scene analysis algorithm the content and
activity of the scene also affect the performance. We
conducted large number of sensitivity tests for various
descriptor variances using large number of other video
samples. The system was able to lock in reasonably on
objects and track them. In Table-2, we show the detail
performance of the algorithm on ten clips. Object coverage
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and window miscoverage are calculated as the average of 10
sample frames each from every 30 frames for the first 300
frames after tracking starts. In general, the video sets we
tested demonstrated (one continuous shot) stable tracking all
the way for about 200-300 frames— or over more than 10
typical GOPs. We also varied the germination and flocking
parameters. For this experiment, we selected three sets of vF,
vD and uD. Then for each set we tested two values of mF and
uF. The germination and flocking parameters for these six
sets are shown in Table-1. Fig-8 demonstrates the birth and
death events as the result of detection and tracking when
varying the germination and flocking parameters as per the
six sets of Table-1. The transitions between these two states
indicate
birth
or
death
events.
Experiment 1

mF

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Win 1

Win 2

Win 1

Win 2

Win 1

Win 2

15

20

5

5

10

15

uF

1

1

1

1

5

5

mD

10

5

5

5

20

20

uD

0

0

0

0

2

2

vF

50

50

80

80

30

30

vD

50

50

80

80

30

30

The specification of expected object is a major challenge in
almost any detection algorithm. The FOB algorithm allows
user to fine tune the expectation about the target by the
germination and flocking parameters. Scenarios where such

Table-1. The germination and flocking parameters for
the experiments.

5.4

Speed

We performed detail speed analysis of the transcoder. The
speed performance of the tracking system was less than 2%
of the encoder part of the transcoding operation, and this was
within the margin of system variance/error in our practical
implementation based experiment. We achieved about 16-22
frame/sec
by
running
the
combined
system
(recoding+detection and tracking) on 1GHz P4 for QCIF
video. Curious reader may consult [7,21] for stage-by-stage
detail time performance for the entire transcoding system.

6.

The advantage of the presented FOB algorithm is that its
tracking complexity is much below frame rate. It also
demonstrated reasonable tracking performance. Our steadystate system is able to operate with 80-100% coverage and
less than 5% mis-coverage. The results on the tracking
stability tend to indicate that about every few (~5-10) seconds
one embedded video object description frame might be
enough to support such object-based transcoding. It adds
about 0.5-1.0 bits/object/frame overheads to the incoming
high-speed video stream, which also should have negligible
impact. Unfortunately, we are unable to provide comparison
with other methods. Since, any such tracking efficiency has
rarely been qualitatively measured. It is not known actually
how much detection and tracking accuracy has been gained-if any, even by incurring pixel level computational
complexities.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a content aware video
transcoding technique that can accept high-level description
of video objects and use it for perceptual encoding based
extreme video downscaling of a coded video stream in at
frame rate. We have implemented an MPEG-2/MPEG-2
transcoder to demonstrate a fully transparent transcoding
system for a streaming video, which will not require the
player or server to be aware of the rate adaptation. However,
the algorithm is also applicable for MPEG-2/MPEG-4
transcoding.
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Video
sequence

(%) Object
Coverage

(%) Object
Mis-coverage

Car video 1

69

11

Car video 2

71

22

Car video 3

89

33

Parking Lot 1

85

0

Parking Lot 2

76

1

Toy video 1

53

5

Toy video 2

65

2

Toy video 3

74

22

Walk video 1

60

3

Walk video 2

74

19

Table-2 Tracking performance on ten video
sequences. Object coverage and mis-coverage are
calculated as the average of 10 sample frames
each from every 30 frames for the first 300 frames
after tracking starts.
specification is not available, the BOF algorithm too will face
limitation like other autonomous detection systems.

The proposed logical POP descriptors in the form of
germination and flocking parameters are intuitive. However,
in future they can be expanded as a basis set for a high-level
POP language. In our current implementation, we have
developed a Graphical Monitor Interface (GMI). This allows
a human observer to dynamically tune them. Descriptors can
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also be added into standards’ private stream (MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4 already has the mechanism). Alternatively, adhoc
mechanisms are possible where XML type object schema’s
can be downloaded transparently.
It is also interesting to note that in the context the perceptual
coding, the use of detail object boundary may or may not be
as useful. This may appear counter intuitive. However, there
is direct evidence that human eye samples both inside and
outside of the boundary areas in its vicinity. Thus, there is a
strong possibility that pure object boundary based multiresolution coding may actually reduce the perceptual quality.
As a real implementation, the system has faced a number of
other related open issues besides fast object detection. For
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